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ABSTRACT
The current practice in New Zealand for seismic design of shallow foundations is to ensure the
LRFD inequality is satisfied, meaning not all of the available bearing strength is mobilised.
However, the occurrence of bearing failure may be acceptable, provided the resulting permanent
displacements are also acceptable. One method of modelling the displacements of shallow
foundations during an earthquake is presented. The method uses a ‘macro-element’ to represent
the interaction of the foundation and underlying soil in response to an earthquake, and describes
important features of foundation response, including elastic behaviour at small strains, bearing
failure, and plastic displacements post-failure. It is well suited to routine structural analysis, and
can be used in integrated performance-based design of structure-shallow foundation systems.
1

OBSERVATIONS OF SHALLOW FOUNDATIONS NEAR FAULT RUPTURES

Post earthquake reconnaissance has provided a number of examples of fault induced ground
rupture passing very close to shallow foundations. In a number of cases the response of the
shallow foundations has been remarkable in that the damage to the foundation and associated
structure was minimal. Brief details of a few of these cases are given below.

Figure 1: Part of the fault trace crossing the Rangitaiki Plains after the 1987 Edgecumbe
earthquake. There was only minor damage to the house shown.
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1.1

1987 Edgecumbe, New Zealand, earthquake

The Edgecumbe earthquake was a shallow magnitude 6.3 event which occurred on March 2
1987. The epicenter was about 8 km from the town of Edgecumbe on the Rangitaiki Plains and
the focal depth was about 8 km. In Edgecumbe and the surrounding country the MM intensity
was in the 8 to 9 range. Further details of the earthquake and associated damage are given by
Pender and Robertson (1988), and Butcher et al (1998). Possibly the most dramatic feature of
the earthquake was the fault scarp about 7 km in length and a little more than 2 m in height
which formed across the plains trending in a north easterly direction. Subsequent investigations
revealed that the fault trace was along a previously unrecognized pre-existing fault.
There were also a number of other small fault traces across the Plains, all trending in roughly
the same direction as the main trace. The type of faulting was normal with the downthrown side
to the north west. Figure 1 is a photograph of the fault trace. Ejected sand is apparent at various
places along the fault trace so providing evidence of liquefaction. Also of note is the fact that
the fault trace passed close to a modern single storey brick veneer dwelling constructed on a
concrete slab-on-grade. Despite the nearby fault trace and the MM intensities up to 9, there was
very little damage to the house structure.
1.2

1999 Izmit (Kocaeli), Turkey earthquake

The Izmit earthquake was a magnitude 7.4 event which occurred on August 17 1999. The
earthquake was centered at 40.74 N., 29.86 E., which places the epicenter about 11 kilometers
southeast of the city of Izmit, (USGS, 2000). This locates the earthquake on the northernmost
strand of the North Anatolian fault system. The earthquake originated at a depth of 17
kilometers and caused right-lateral strike-slip movement on the fault. Field observations
indicate that the earthquake produced a surface rupture at least 60 kilometers in length with
right-lateral offsets as large as 2.7 meters. Nearly 20,000 people were killed and 50,000 injured.
At Gölcük several buildings on shallow foundations were very close to a fault rupture with a
vertical displacement of about 2 m and yet experienced little damage other than slight tilting;
see Figure 2 (Ulusay et al, 2002). The trace of the fault across the ground surface suggested that
the presence of the shallow foundations caused the fault trace to divert. The foundations in these
cases were raft foundations; in one case the raft was beneath a single storey basement. Other
structures nearby but not on raft foundations were extensively damaged.

Figure 2: Building in Gölcük in Turkey undamaged despite being adjacent to a fault with
a vertical throw of about 2m in the magnitude 7.4 Izmit earthquake in 1999.
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2

PERFORMANCE-BASED SEISMIC DESIGN OF SHALLOW FOUNDATIONS

The above observations of the surprising robustness of the earthquake performance of shallow
foundations suggest that code-based earthquake resistant design of shallow foundations may be
too conservative. The standard LRFD seismic design approach is to use a strength reduction
factor of about 0.5 on the theoretical bearing strength, with unit factoring of the foundation
actions, approximately equivalent to a factor of safety (FOS) of 2. This in effect requires that
the demands made during earthquake loading mobilise only about half the available bearing
strength.
A long established method for assessing the performance of slopes and gravity retaining walls
during earthquakes is to evaluate the permanent displacements at the end of the event. If these
are acceptable, then the design is considered satisfactory even though the generation of
permanent displacements is a consequence of failure of the system for short periods during the
earthquake. With this comment in mind one wonders about the consequences of brief periods of
bearing strength failure for a shallow foundation during an earthquake. If the permanent
displacement at the end of the event is acceptable, then the design would also be considered as
acceptable, regardless of whether or not bearing failure had occurred.
The prediction of these permanent displacements is addressed herein by following a particular
method for modelling the response of shallow foundations to earthquake excitation. The
method involves the use of a ‘macro-element’ to represent the way the foundation and the
underlying soil interact to general dynamic motion.
3

MODELLING EARTHQUAKE RESPONSE OF SHALLOW FOUNDATION

The idea of a macro-element was first proposed by Nova and Montrasio (1991) for static
loading, and was developed for earthquake response of shallow foundations by Paolucci (1997),
Cremer et al (2001), Gajan et al (2005), and Chatzigogos et al (2007). The macro-element
presented below has been developed based on the work of Paolucci (1997) and Cremer et al
(2001), and is described in more detail by Toh and Pender (2008).
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Figure 3: a) Macro-element concept (after Chatzigogos et al, 2007), b) Four degree of
freedom system parameters and definition (after Paolucci, 1997).
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3.1

Macro-element concept

A macro-element is a type of foundation element that can be used to represent the way that a
shallow foundation and the underlying soil interact in response to general dynamic motion. The
macro-element provides a single computational entity to represent all the response (elastic,
bearing failure, and post-failure plastic) between the foundation and the underlying soil. The
macro-element has three degrees of freedom corresponding to the rotation, and horizontal and
vertical displacements movements of the foundation. The soil-foundation interaction is
represented by three spring-dashpots, one for each degree of freedom. Figure 3a presents the
concept of the macro-element, while Figure 3b is a diagram of the system used in modelling.
No detailed information is obtained about the response of the soil mass below the foundation.
This is a substantial idealisation but it has the advantage that it is simple to use, and calculations
require only modest resources. In addition, the results available are more than adequate for use
in practical design situations, and one is still able to gain useful insights about important aspects
of the soil-foundation interaction.
3.2

Bearing strength surface and plastic displacements

A bearing strength surface represents all possible combinations of vertical, horizontal, and
moment loading, that will cause bearing failure. Figure 4 presents a bearing strength surface.
The bearing strength surface is ideal for use in the macro-element, since the foundation actions
H, M, and V, are directly obtained from the three degrees of freedom. In the macro-element,
foundation response is assumed to be linear elastic when the actions lie within the bearing
strength surface, and plastic when the actions reach the bearing strength surface (that is, when
bearing failure has occurred). In this way, various types of foundation response at different
levels of excitation can be captured.
3.3

Modelling example

The system parameters adopted for this modelling example represent a bridge pier on a 10m
square, shallow foundation on clay. The model has been analysed for soil conditions giving
static vertical factors of safety of 1.3, 2.6, and 5.2, approximately corresponding to undrained
shear strengths of 30, 60, and 120 kPa respectively. A lower static FOS gives a smaller bearing
strength surface, and vice versa. The model was subjected to the horizontal acceleration from
the 2005 Kobe earthquake (PGA = 8 ms-2). Figures 5 and 6 show some output obtained.

Figure 4: Example of a bearing strength surface in H-M-V space, showing all possible
combinations of actions causing bearing failure (after Nova and Montrasio, 1991).
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Figure 5: Actions locus path overlain on a section of the bearing strength surface.
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Figure 6: Input motion (1995 Kobe EQ) and system response for various vertical FOS.
Figure 5 is a plot of the path followed by the actions locus, overlaid on a section of the bearing
strength surface, for the FOS=2.6 analysis. Note how the actions locus reaches the bearing
strength surface several times, i.e. bearing failure occurs several times during the excitation.
Figure 6 presents plots of the input motion, and vertical displacement and rotation for the
various static FOS analysed. Permanent displacements accumulate each time bearing failure
occurs. The modelled vertical displacement is higher for lower FOS, in accordance with what
would intuitively be expected. The closer a foundation is to bearing failure before an
earthquake, the more damage due to settlement is expected to occur. The modelled vertical
displacement of 0.07m for a static FOS of 2.6 may be acceptable, even though bearing failure
has occurred during the excitation. The modelled vertical displacement of 0.2m for a static FOS
of 1.3 would probably not be acceptable, due to probable damages to services connections.
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A lower FOS does not necessarily mean a higher permanent rotation. The residual rotation is
affected by incremental rotations during the strongest phases of motion. During the first and
second strong pulses (at about 8 and 9 seconds), rotation is higher for a lower static FOS; if the
motion ceased here, permanent rotation would be higher for a lower static FOS. However
during subsequent pulses, a lower FOS gives a greater chance for the foundation to rotate back
towards its original position, so the permanent rotation is dependent on the earthquake details.
4

CONCLUSIONS

Observations show that buildings on shallow foundations can perform well during strong
earthquake motion, despite experiencing large permanent displacements. This leads to the idea
that bearing failure of shallow foundations during an earthquake may be acceptable, as long as
the permanent displacements are also acceptable. We suggest that this idea of performancebased design provides an alternative method to LRFD for seismic design of shallow
foundations. This alternative design method could lead to more efficient designs.
Modelling a macro-element to represent the foundation and underlying soil is a simple but
effective way of capturing all essential features of the soil-structure interaction. The bearing
strength surface is the basis of the interaction, with elastic within the surface, and permanent
displacements accumulating when bearing failure occurs. The macro-element can also be
adapted to suit any soil and foundation conditions, by way of modification of the soil stiffnesses
and the bearing strength surface. Although the macro-element provides no detailed information
on the response of the soil mass, it is well suited to routine structural analysis. We think that
this approach is particularly suitable for promoting integrated seismic design of structureshallow foundation systems.
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